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Defining the hidden economy – an international literature review

Defining the Hidden Economy – an international 

literature review

 Tackling the informal economy is a challenge, which requires efforts at multiple levels but most
importantly solid theoretical and practical understanding of the phenomenon.

 Reviewing the international literature (with systematic literature protocol) on definitions of the
informal (hidden, grey, shadow, irregular, black, underground) economy, one could find quite an
audible lack of consensus on the subject.

 Without having a clear and locally relevant definition of the informal economy, it is impossible to
determine what the main drivers are, to measure at least methodologically correctly, or to develop
adequate policy responses.

 The latest literature consensus about defining the informal economy is that there is necessity for
developing local definitions, which account for particular regional characteristics. Universal
definitions do not tend to work in various geographic areas, particularly if they have socio-economic
and cultural differences.
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Defining the Hidden Economy – popular definitions

Williams and Schneider (2013, p. 23-27)
“includes all market-based production of legal goods and services that are deliberately concealed from
public authorities for the following reasons:
• to avoid payment of income, value added or other taxes;
• to avoid payment of social security contributions;
• to avoid having to meet certain legal labour market standards, such as minimum wages, maximum
working hours, safety standards, etc.; and
• to avoid complying with certain administrative obligations”

According to CSD (Center for Study of Democracy, 2011) there are four different economic sectors:
•“official economy (legal and reported);
•informal economy (legal, yet unreported). It includes home-made produce and domestic labor, unpaid
voluntary work, some of the activities of the self-em-ployed and small businesses with no obligation to
declare their activities, etc.;
•illegal (black) economy (illegal and unreported). It includes illegal activities or unlawful production of
commodities, as well as economic activities carried out by illegal economic entities;
•undeclared (grey) economy (legal, yet unreported). It includes underreport-ing the activities of legally-
operating businesses, not registering the entire staff, as well as underreporting income. This concept
also covers tax evasion and the avoidance of social and healthcare security payments.”
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Definitions – Some useful conclusions, so far.

Based on the literature debate about defining the informal economy, there are some important
remarks to be made:

 There is no consensus on a single definition of the informal economy, but there are more widely
accepted definitions, which are supported by the majority of authors.

 It could be argued that the best way in defining the informal economy and entrepreneurship is to
employ a modular principle.

 In general, certain set of definitions of the informal economy would be more appropriate for
developed countries in comparison with other definitions, which are more suitable for less
developed countries.

 Tax avoidance and evasion. Designing and undertaking economic activities for the purpose of tax
avoidance could be legal in one country and illegal in another.

 The informal economy is not a separate phenomenon – it is not just another economy. It is rather
part of the socio-economic dynamics of a given country.



 Modernisation perspective.
It was widely accepted that the formal economic configuration and organisation of labour
specialisation will take over the traditional production of goods and services.

 Structuralist perspective.
This is the first school of thought to recognise that the informal sector and entrepreneurship are 
fostering and expanding in the conditions of open unregulated economy.

 Neo-liberal perspective.
Burdensome and expensive bureaucratic framework of existence for entrepreneurs and their logical 
wish to exit the over-regulated economy.

 Post-structuralist perspective.
It has been identified (Williams & Nadin, 2010a, p. 361) that “different theorisations of informal
entrepreneurship apply more in some populations than others”. In their future development the post-
structuralist theorisations will need to account not only for the more refined economic and social
stratification, but for the micro motives of the informal entrepreneurs in that regard.

Competing theorisations of the Informal Economy
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 By 2010, 90% of the EU countries adopted one or more preventative policy measures, but fewer
stakeholders (45%) in the countries in which they had been implemented viewed them as effective
compared with deterrence measures1 .

 Similarly, 64% of countries were by 2010 using one or more curative measures to tackle undeclared
work although where implemented, just 61% of stakeholders saw them as effective2.

 Finally, 69% of the countries had by 2010 adopted commitment measures, although again just 44%
of stakeholders viewed them as effective in tackling undeclared work3.

Policy Assumptions

1 - (Eurofound, 2013))
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